A - Cut one 4 7/8” square and then cut it on the diagonal. (RULE: add 7/8” to finished size)
You will have one triangle left over - maybe make two baskets?
B - Cut one 4 7/8” square and then cut it on the diagonal. (RULE: add 7/8” to finished size)
C - Cut one 2 7/8” square and then cut it on the diagonal. (RULE: add 7/8” to finished size)
D - Cut two 2 1/2” squares.
Add basket handle using trims OR you might decide to not include the handle.
Sew the C/D units. Remember these are not the same; they are mirror images. Press to dark.
Sew A to B. Be careful as both are on the bias. Do not pull through your machine - guide gently!
Sew C/D units to the sides of A/B. Press to A.
Sew B to bottom of basket making sure to match tip to seam. Press to B.